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Across

2. roubled persistently especially with 

petty annoyances

8. in a manner marked by quiet and 

caution and secrecy

9. To annoy or disturb

14. a large diurnal bird of prey feeding 

chiefly on carrion

17. angry

18. a light in a transparent protective 

case

19. a deliberate and vigorous motion of 

the hands or body

21. in a fierce manner

22. a long narrow opening

23. held in check with difficulty

27. the act of deceiving

29. ending in a sharp point

31. network of connective tissue filling 

the cavities of bones

32. talk in a noisy, excited, or 

declamatory manner

Down

1. seeing ahead; knowing in advance; 

foreseeing

3. the quality of being charming and 

gracious in manner

4. the ability to understand and 

discriminate between relations

5. marked by keen caution and 

watchful prudence

6. professing feelings or virtues one 

does not have

7. listen; used mostly in the 

imperative

10. the cognitive process of 

conjecturing

11. in a sly or crafty manner

12. freedom from activity

13. military uniform worn by personnel 

when doing menial labor

15. gradual decline (in size or strength 

or power or number)

16. behave unnaturally or affectedly

20. the dead body of a human being

24. he act of treating with contempt

25. separate the limbs from the body

26. enclose or enfold completely with 

or as if with a covering

28. showing your contempt by derision

30. a natural or artificial enclosed 

space


